Waterfalls can be one word or two
Water falls and water flows
We don’t know where it’s coming from
And have to wonder where it goes
There are no words in an animal’s brain
But they see clouds and know it will rain
So they go somewhere sheltered and dry
Which makes them as smart as you or I
The cup does not contain the tea
The bird does not contain the sky
The fish does not contain the sea
And so I have to wonder why
We think that we can comprehend
A universe of never ending space
And never ending time
It’s not contained inside our minds
Flash Card Poems
My feet are at the bottom of my legs
They touch the ground
They’re useful when I want to stand
Or walk around the town
Milk is white and good to drink
The milk of the yak, in Tibet, is pink
We only see the stars at night
Because the sun is far too bright
You see, the stars, each single one
Is actually another sun
They can cut paper, or hair, or even leather
Scissors are like two knives, that come together
I go to see the doctor
Whenever I am sick
The doctor finds out what is wrong
And makes me better, quick

When I’m hungry, I need to eat
When I’m cold, I need some heat
But when I want to sit and read
A book’s the thing I really need
Corn is yellow, corn is sweet
Corn is very good to eat
The reason to wear a hat is simply that
Somebody will say “Hey, I like your hat.”
A boat floats
I am looking out the window
As the train rolls down the track
As I’m moving forward
The world outside is moving back
My horse is so much fun to ride
I took my horse on the water slide
The baby duck follows the mama duck
As they float around the lake
They like it when you give them bread
But they won’t say no to cake
A cat just likes to lie still and purr
And they always have the softest fur
My dog is brown, my dog is fat
My dog is better than any cat
All of us
Ride the bus
Window, door, ceiling, floor
In a house or in a store

